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FOR ORD'

Learriinl'HoW to Teach- Effects, _and Criteria
ispeakspritariTY7tTrtiZEZr educatbrs:Whd resTElisible-for
designinuand_conducting preserVice .teacher.educa.fiqkprogram
and also to those profeSsionals who .carry reSponsibility,for:
inservice education of-.tepchers. Other professionals concerned
with educational 'personnel development lso find it valuable

The author- skillfully analyzesthe processes that can be
Alsed:to assist prospective ©r, practicing teacheFg_ tto acquire or
modify -T[e_ cautions, however, that :the
retention and use of new skills cannot be assumed.., He. encourages
new approaches tep the development,of.teacking skills, and
attempts-to clarify what investigators must take into account to
'enrich educational research.

The Crearinghouse is indebted to David H.,GIiessman.for this
contribution to. aucational liter4ture. ,Dr. Gliessman is
director of the Center fol',Development in Teacher EducatiA at
Indiana University in Bloomington. AcknowledgMent is due- also to
.the Cleatinghooso editor,'Sharon G. .Boardman,-fOr her diligent
work inr,-*eeing the manuscript thrdugh to publication.,.,-

IAh MASSANARI
,Director, ERIC Clearinghouse_
Qn Teacher Education.



In writing this monograph, my first p rpose is to describe-
what we as tegtheredutators.know-.-as well as the limits of whit
we don't know -'-about aCquitinvteathing skills.- for some time,
it has been my. impreSSion That teacher. educators/may berboth
unnecessarily restricted in their conceptions of how to,improve
teach ,ing performance, aid unnecessarily_lacking.in'tonfidence
that teaching. performante -can be,impr.oved.

In completing a recent- review the teacher .trainiFig
liferSt-ure,- I-becameaware that we -have far greater resources to
,bring to bear on the improvement of,teaching than is often:
- aSsumed.. At the same time, it is cleatthat the research On_ways
of acquiring teaching skills has mot-been as- productive -as it , 1-
might have Investigators have tended to addteSs a limited
number of teaching-skills that have-been relattvely easy to
.ssess, but that have not reflected the most complex aspects of-
teaching. Thus, we Iknow less than we:should about acquiring more
complex teaching' skills, My- second purpose in these pages is t?
suggest some steps. to help correct this imbalance in the
research

kfeW words aboUt the-nature of the literature .on which I
have drawn-dhould lend perspective to the distussion that
follows. That literature has consisted-ofYstudies of both
preservice and insetvice teacher-- training and-of ways of
effecting change in teacher behavior. Thet,p studies were
conducted sometimes in laboratory-Settings (for example,
microteaching) and sometimes in classroom-settings. In_ large-

. -proportion of studies, inStructional.or training methods= were
,.used to develop teaching skills or to produce changes in teaching
performance (for example, .through.tr4ining films or simulated
practice). In a smaller ptoportion.6f studieS, some. kind of
intervention (for example, videotape recordings of a teacher's--.
performinte) was arranged to influence-performance in the natural
classroom-setting

_

: Despite these variations in setting and procedure, a common
theme characterizes these empirical. studies: In each, a,teaching
skill wasIsPecified, an attempt was made to develop o'r influence
that skill, and the IesultS of such tralningOr intervention were
evaluated objectively. The'uItimate question was always, "Can or
does the teacher 'exhibit the skill after training -or .after'i
planned interventIZT711--CKYgeS-T6 teacher TeexZtatien,
self-concept,- attitudes- and knowledgealthough unquestionably



important from other points of view, haye.not:been considered in
theStudies-this author has researched. -

In describing WayS of achuiring or-modifying-teaching
skills, Iplave'chosen to speak, of "processes of'learning.how
tedch:rWtherithan. for exampi0,,methocts_of training or
instructional- technique -s. There are 'two reasons for this-choice
of terminology. FirSt,- to speak_ of processes of-Acquring'Or
changing- teaching skills is sufficiently broact terminOldgy, to
cover- the.varied approaches to -that-tan." As will=beSeen in the
Tdiscussion that follows, teaching skills can be developed,or
.modified'through. methods- :that are markedly from
training-in the usual 'sense of that 'term or from conventional
instruction. 'Skills;dan-twHitodifieC for example, through

-.observation or reinforcement. Vieing'the task of acquiriAg or_

,modifying skills as a process of learning_ those skills ..

'encompasses the latter two' approaChes as well-as the use of
training or- instruction. 'Second, speaking of prOcesses.of
.learning r-40er than methods Of training places the .doti.Ve and
locus,bf_changeAirectlk upon the learner, whether that learner
is a teacher trainte,br an .experienced teacher. -In professional
development, that should be the case.: The place of the teacher.-
educator, the supervising teacher, or the inservice instructor,
on -the other hand, is-to understand and. deliberately arrange for
these processes.

It is my hope thatthe'presespomonographwill both:errcourage
new-approaches to _developing teaching-skills in teacher education
programs, and clarify what investigators must take into acevunt.:
to enrich the research on.teacher training' in. the future.

.

-"
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DAVID H:'GLIES'SMpi.
InPiaha University
BYpomingtOn



LEARNING H014/40 TEACH:. PROCESSES, EFFECTS AND CRITERIA
. \

In this Onograph,-learning how to, teach refers to acquiring
presentatioer discussion: management, supPortive, and other Rinds
of skills that are arnecessary part of classroom Instruction
.Teaphing-itself, of course, 415 much broader% invol%iing selection
and planning of content, evaluation, advisement, d even

r

%n
administration, but in the final analysis, teacher must perform;

is performance with which the monograph is conce ed.'
Two reasons support such a focus. First, classroom

instruction remains by far"the Tot common mode of teaching, and
.accumulating evidence shows that how a teacher conducts classroom
instruction does influence pupil achievement. For example, a
teacher's skills iamanaging classroom behavioand in using_ . --.direct instruclron i fluence student achievemen at the
elementary level (Go d 1979). Second, a-substantial part of the
systematically gathe ed evidente on the effectiveness of
different training m fhods in teacher education.has fOcused on
the acquisition of classroom instructional skills. Thut evidence'
both provides the basis for and sets limits on empirical
knbwledge about teacher training. However, with care one can
generalize to instrudtional skillS and practices that are similar
in formrif not in content to the gkills typically addressed in
studies of teacher training. Although, as we shall see, the
skills are not.generally identical to the skills emphasized in
studies of teaching effectiveness, their forms are Similar in
that both tend to by interactive.' Thus, the leaTning processes
considered in this monograph can be expected-_to apply- a general
set of interactive classroom s-kills.

7-Tradi-tionallyt, learning how to teach in fIlis sense has been
assumed to occur through practicums, internships, student
leaching, and similar practical experiences, even though evidence
of their .effects on teaching performance is decidedly limited
(Elliott 1978; Zeichner 1978). It would be naive to contend that
experience is unnecessary, as,experience'is necessary at least.to
try out the skill's one has acquired and at most to refine one's
tonal peiqoimance as a teacher. However, to learn how to teach
from experience alone is far too .uncertain; .no evidence suggepts
that experience alone improves teaching, and some evidence
suggests that it does not (Clark, Snow, and Shavelson 1975; Gage
and Berliner 1979).

., .

Ample evid6nce,.Wthe 6ther hand,-shows that teaching
skills can be learned land teaching performance modified through
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methods that provide .for and.gUidarIce. of experienc te. Po--
example, tidioteaching,.whith-.AS a way ofdontrolting experience
by- simplifying it;.prototel filMs. and,videotapedreplays, which
make it possiblk.to.fodus-on spetific,aSpetts of experience; and-

,,Jainicourseo which. provide for both:-focus and control, --are'ameng
the,methods that are known to influence teaching performance._
Although the.spetifid methods and materials that have been
successfully used are extremelyvariedhoweyer-they-appearto
depend for their effectiveness on a. few iraininCer instructional
elekents (Gliessman'I9S0.-. ..-
-- The firsttasiCof this'monograph is -to` identify.these
training-elements- and describe the learning:procesSes they.impir.
At.thesaMe-fime, evidence of the effects of these processes- on
teaching performance wilLbt.describedet-summirized Sevetal.
advantages accompany a summary analysis of this kindr.: FirSt, it
should provide a helpful perspective on the numereuSIraininsi
procedures* and, materials that havebeen-:effectively-u*ed .with
preservice and insetVide Suqh a perspectiVtshould be
of asSistaric -in the'designsef- both training and training
materials. ,Second, the analysis may help researchers Identify
questions about the acquisitiorcof.teadhtng skills en which. -.
evidence is Most needed. Third,l.th4,,s analysisshould'suggest
that,. there are different procIsss through which one can learn
how to- teach br=116WfO' improVe\-on0-s teaching. It is obvious
that these PreCeSseS are not really separable; because in
learning .how to teachTis7E, learning how= to do anything, a
learner acts, in an integrated way.- However,- eath-predess '

Suggests:a different focusi'a-different-peint of.departute and
emphasis., in acquiriniffT1Ching skiIrs.--What-can be gained, by
combining-the processes in artraining gsequence is a 'queStien for-

.lrate in this '-

Inevitably,' what we know about learniag hew to teach is
li, ted. Evidence of the effects of training typically has been
-soUht.in the occurrence or incidence'of.ene fAr more. relatively'
simple skills. Yew studies have"--4/1Tualitative- criteria or
emphasized- domplex_sktlls. {three studies that have done ,o

_____---reportedbrteed and .Arophy, 1.974't Modre,Schapt,-- and Fritzges
197S1Periberg-andBar,Qn 1980. Thus-whilp. the processes to be.
e ibed appear to be as applicable to the acquisition o
comp ex skiiisas theyare. to the.acquisitionofsimple skills,
most ciftle,- evidence pertains. to the lager -.. The second task of
this monograph is to calt/aftention'to.the problem'- of criteria,
although the - problem' is nbk discussed with the thoroughness it

.deserves.and only a few ef-its dimensions are noted.
Finally, by way of clarification,..it Should_ be emphasized

that'he following ,processes are as cancerned with the
improvement of teaching as they are with the acquisition of

.. ,

tadhing skills. -Empirical studies in teacher training,haveAiien
:colducted about As often with,experientecUas.withinexperienced-'
-eachers-and-With equally:pOsitiveeffec.ts. This. writer views
learning how to teactLas a-_ continuous tasiq, that,ane. riever
perfects-it is a-pritary challengpf teachi=ng.



Processes iii Learning Hopi to- Teach
j

From the point of view, of -a learner or trainee, the
13rocesses to be described are ways of devdloping,,modi ying, or
refining teaching perfOrmance. Even those processes that are
primarily_observational or conceptual should be closely connected
to ongoing teaching performance. In the pages that follow, the
writer- occasionally uses the phrase "acquire a teach4ng skill" to'
describe one way in which ehese processes can influence teaching
performance: establishing a teaching,behavior that may not have
been exhibited previously. As this paper postulates, teaching
behaviors or skills (the latter term refers to a specific
teaching behavior that is used deliberately to achieve a
spaified instructional *outcome) can be acquired perceptually as
well as throughovert performance. The test. of skill
acquisition, however, is always the trainee or learner's ability
to exhibit the skill. itself,

In studies of-teacher training,-performance is arranged in
the laboratory and in the classroom about equally often. This
distinction is important to some.critics who view the former as
less realistic and demanding. However, this writer'believes, on
the basis of experience in training.,veteran teachers, that

k

teaching in either setting is Sufficiently. complex to test one's
-ability to perform. Both settings provide valid information to
the trainer or investigator-on the effects of trathing. The
problem comes in app yi skills acquired in a labotatory setting
kto the classroom; t s gnificant problem will be discussed
later.

LearniniThIallh_2bservation

The_adage, "We teach as we were taught?" contains a large
kernel of truth. Humanbeings,clearly have the capacity for
learning from obserVing others. Evidence shows that people
Aquire. complex Social and emotional-behaviors on the basis of
"modeling" o imitation (Bandura and Walters 1,963):, other
evidence shows that people can acquire genexal;patterns of
physical skill from watchlmg' skTIled,performers (TraverS 19750
These. few examples illiustrate that different forms of behaviors
are acquired or modified through .observational learpiAg.

In the case of teaching, effects of observational learning
are reflected in the influence of a codperating teacher' on the
attitudes and behaviors of a student teacher, a well-doctamented

,phenomehon (Smith 1977; 'Eeichner 1978). Smith cited evidence
that student teacher5 become less open in their attitudes when
they work with cooperating teachers who are themselves low in
openness. 'It is -improbable that such changes in attitude result
from direct instruction; more likely the influence is conveyed-
through the modeling effect of the critic teacher's behavior. In
addition ',.to the attitudes, behaviors of student o' also are
influenced by modeling. In a study of classroom application of
skills acquired through microteaching, Copeland (1977) found that



questioning skill w as:m ore likely to be l Y : a:stu.dent
.teacher-mien,thatstudent's critit,teacher modeled ,the -

questiOiing _skill in his or her OWnbehaViur
-.- Both good and bad effects -were praSent in these' atU.diAJA
the Sense-thattooperatini:teachetS can-and do-.0odel.bellaviOrscan

,

thatofesSionally,Speaking,, arebeth-desirable and-, --, --

undesirable,- _The apprentice relationship of a student teacher to-
-a cooperating teachet,' in turn, may lifer-easel:4p- 10tmlITIoOd that
attitudes-and- behaviors'mill:beXmitated.irreapectIve.of-Aheir
professional. Value..y,,-Thus,-JtAsjinwise.for tbe tea=cher educator
to .deeendon 'observational,Jearning-that, occurs_ in-unsefected:-.,,
classroom expriene0- to-:tibtalh.reauf14-that -are, wanted

-Jo achieve, iomd control fiver, whatis-learned
.

.

'.-obserVatiUnally,-te4ther educators must- begin by. _nttol.
_Aver the:_models.or examples that are observed. An effici_nt. way/to increase a liarning experienge is throu$htheuse
of film ot'.videotape Spbstanti4., .evidence -in human_learning' -

affirms that_quite complex social behaviors .can be. acquired,O athrough filted.models (Bandd- 1965). ,The sameame ought to- bepTua,
of teaching lo-e-(riors or skills, limited eVidence suppurt*,:-
that. expectatirt., -, i ,--

'It IS common practice to incorporate models or' examples,.
generallypdrtrayed on film-or,videotape, to teacher train&
materials and procedures. 'A .famillar-e nirple is the "Model---filmi
in'a minicourae showing the-skills-to be .4dquired through. later,'
practice- .(Borg et-al.j, 1970-; Studies of -train ingased- oh-the:____
minicourse andsimilar-methods regularly report_chamgesmin"---
teaching TerforManCe'(GliesStaft---19-80). it_ is: reasonable to.

.

assume-tbat,---,intheap,studids, observational leariing -combined
with-pracite-to :contribute to that change iTHperformance,-- Both
indirect a-tia direct evidence supports this-.assumption It has-
been fuund that fte modilim,film, audiotape,..-print--useCtU .!
-0Tesent-a Model or -example-affeCts- Mall- atqui\sitionjTurney et.

Hal, I973)-. :Aj.though:,evidence-Utnds-to support the use of filmed
or videotaped models, that,eviTiii-Eils inconsistent ;-differept
media may -be 'node, appropriate for different kindSOf -sk411S or--
_stages of training. Regardless of the inconsistentY the fact:
remains. that- the effects of` training have tended to differ---when
,models.or'examples-are presented through-tedia. This fact
Suggests 'that models or exaMp. es are important parts of training.

Along with such indirect _yidence,,at least one study
directly supports the assumption that observational learning H.

contributed to change in teacbiritverformance.- .Xordn,:_Snowi 'and:
McDonald (1971)-foundthat-WithaUt:Ahe use ofjilmed,or.,printee,'
.4odelsi Ja61-:-a,cory practice failed., to-..produce thangeTn a 7'

questioning skill in a-group of teathing interns.,.-
'Jhe most :Ctitidai test ofObser\vatlonal effects ;00-.teadhing

erformance is to exclude prattiee-ps part'of training-and-to Use
dels-Or-examPies-41Oneas the .Medium of instrUction.'For-.

`example; Lange, _(19.7.1) . showed that a 'brief. film of a teacher:,
modeling an in..direct,or student-centered teaching Style-
influenced the performance of a grouRof,-preservice-teachers
toward greater use of an indirect. style.. ThiS result is of

;1=
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interest because ,a highly_ efficient, simplified training method
achieved change 'in an aspectof.teaching.that customarily hasbeen attacked,throuik_extended practice4Bondi 1970) or - throughlearning to use a highly complex, obseivation category system(Flanders 1970).

'"o explain the rpsults of Lange's study, it is necessary to
consider-more caref-ully the Concept -of indirect influence as
Flanders defined it-and.Lange adopted it According to Flanders,

-...indirect 'influence is_ reflected in four teaching behaviors:
accepting feefings, giving_praise or encoUriagementi accepting or
.sing: student ideag, and asking'questions. At least two of these
aTehaviors7,7giving praise.and,asking questionsare-common human
social tbehaviors (whatever may be their status in teaching),
while- the remaining two probably contain elements of more common
teachimg behavYors. "Thus, _in imitatireg either the general style
or thet.Specifictehaviors,shown by 'a model teacher, the trainees
in i,angeisstudy May have been 'using and putting together
previously latrned social behavior's. When complex social and
emotional behaviors are acqnired, through, modeling,-it is
generally assumed that- the component behaviors already have been
learned (Bandura and Walters 1963).

. Observational learning may be particulayly appropriate for
the emotive, expressiVe'aspects-of teaching behavior that are-'
difficult to 'convey,through language. For example, although the
characteristic of:teacher "enthusiasm" ,May be de eloped through

\guided practice (Collins *78), ft and other. expressive
-,,characteristics"Such as telcher warmth may be as' effectively and
_more directly influenced by the viewing of carefully selefted
models or-examples. With the many teaching skills that are
prigiarily verbal and conceptual, however, there are substantial
reasons to emphasife conceptual rather than observational
learning as an outcome of instruction (Gliessman, Pugh, and
Bielat 19795 .

ConceptLearninE

Models and examples can affect teaching performance
Jndirectly through their role in acquiring concepts 'as well as
directly through observational learning. The term "concept"- is
used here in the sense of a category of like or similar behaviors
that can he distinguished from other categories of behavior. For
example, the concept of "teacher approval" typically is used to
refer -to the varied teacher statements, gestures.; and expressions
that convey satisfaction with or acceptance of what a pupil haS
done or said. ApprOval can be distinguished as a concept from
"disapproVal," which implies dissatisfaction ,or rejection.
Similarly, the conce?t of "convergent question" can be
distinguished from tie concept of "divergent question" in that
the 'former produces a predictable response;' thiS general
characteristic is a distinguishing feature of convergent
questions that themselves may vary widely in form and content.

Viewing a teaching skill as a concept to be acquired implies

23



that the immediate goal` of inStrutti-on is s-COnceptillal To-be
learned are the essential. characteristics of its
specific. uses in teaching,and'how it is di'stingUishable from
other skills. Mastery of.A concept may

'be
tested by the ability

.

. to correctly identify new examples of a skillAn a filmed'or
videotaped protocol, to construct new examples, or tOapply the
concept in thetinterpretation_of teaching situations'. With
respectto the means of learning.'concepts, eVidencejoillustrates
that a .Clear,' complete definition. of a skill and -a variety of
examples both contribute to mastery of a concept (Gliessman- and
Pugh 1978) ; this finding is aensisteht with more general evidence,
on concept learning (Anderson and Kulhavy -197.2; ClarkA.971).

The emphasis on concept. master in the preceding paragraph
is.deliberate and reflects an-aSsumption.-that having a clear
understanding of teaching skill and its uses increases the
likelihood. that it will-be remembered and used in appropriate
teaching situations. A vague or-untertain .grasp of- a skill, on:
the other hand, makes. it less likely that the
sufficient) -salient for-the teacher:to-edsily'reCall and use..
This reasoning is based on thepropoSition that7,,ane of the uses
of a concept is to recall the solution to-a redpgnizableproblem
that can the- be acted upon- (Ausubei, Novakand-lianesian 1978).

Concept al as well as observational effects on practice are
almost certa -ly reflected in tilbse teacher training materials
and methods erred-to in the previous section that utilize
models or exam-les. -The'clearest-evidente of the effect of
Concept learni g on performance, llowever, should be in those
studies that once again do not incorporate practice as part
training. Several studieS fiTre used such a concept learning

.focus with significant .effects on skill. acquisition (Gliessman,
Pugh, and. Bielat 1979a; Kleucker 1974; Wagner J973); a closer--
look at two of these studies should clarify the-evidence.

In Wagner's study, preservice teachers-who learned through,
media-based examples to differentiate the concepts of
.student-centered and teacher-centered- teaching were better able
to student-centerediskills than were either an untrained
group or a groupthat.receiVed conventional microteaching
training_ Partial' verification that the coliccepts had been
learned was obtained-through-a measure of concept acquisition:_
Categorizing instances of teacher behavior in terms of
student-:centered and teacher-centered styles. The-group memberS,
who were conceptually trained:were not provided the opportunity
to practiceistudent-centered skillsfore being called on to
_perform them. Wagner interpreted the results of his study as
:indicating not only that concept-based training issufficient to
induce'change,in- teaching behavior, but also that when such'
training is conjoined -with practice'(as is often the case
microteaching) it is conceptual-learning alone that accounts
change in performance. '.

A.study by Gliessman, Pugh,'-and. Bielat (1979a) provides,
further evidence of the effectiveness of concept-Based training
In thiS study, a group of .20 experienced 'teachers were divided
into instructional and noninstructional 'groups, Instruction

'6



consisted of analyzing protocol. EUps illustratinvtwo discussion
skills,- "probing" and "informing.' The criteridn for measuring
acquisition was accuracy in identifying instances of these skills
portrayed .on a filted "test protocol;" 'The trai -ned group was not
prOvided practice in using the skills themselves. After
completion ofHt.raining,.all teachers Were administered the. test
of concept acquisition; as-predicted, the trained group achieved
a significantly higherineanscore. Approximately a week later,
all-teachers were asked to teach a topic to groups of
undergraduate Students., The teachers in the trained group
,exhibited the skills ef(lrobing and inforMing with a
significantly,higher mean frequency. Thus, conceptual
instruction alone resulted in,, both higher mean c neept
acquisition scores and higher mean frequencies of use of the
,skillS themselves.

'Both studies yielded evidence of significant gains in
concept acquisition scores, as well as .in frequency of using the
referentskills. The same results are reported in Kleucker's
study. The evidence4is'consistent with and tends to support the
hypothesis that concept learning is important in the acquisition
of teachingskills'.% However,a more direct test of that
hypothesis- would seek evidence that the level of-concept
acquisition among :trainees was positively correlated with the
frequency of using the relevant skills. In the study conducted
by- the author and hi coinvestigators, a positive and
Significant correjatio -as found between. relative accuracy in
identifying instances o = probing and informing and frequency of
-UsingHthoSe

The results of.a Second study partially supported the
earlier findings. A grdup of 30 experienced teachers learned:
through filmed examples to identify the skill of probing as one
Of a set of discussion skills. As, part of another unit in the
course; they'were requited.to teach a substantive topic t small
groups of Ondergraduatestudents.. Frequency of using the ,skill
of probing was assessed from audiotapes of the teaching sessions.
The group was divided at:the median leVel in frequency of probing
and the two subgroups were Compared on several indices of concept
acquisition. Although they did not differ significantly in two
simpler conceptaCquisitton tasks, they did differ significantly
in their abilities-to apply to their teaching the concept of
probing interpretivelyg- -in terms of Bloom's taxonomy, the
highest-level conceptual task required (Gliessman, Pugh, ,and
Bielat 1979b).

The evidence described-in the preceding paragraphs has shown
(a) that conceptual learningjin the absence of practice
influences teaching performance; (b) that Concept acquisition
scores increase along with increased use of the skills to which
they refer; and.(c) a positive relationship between level of
concept acquisition and frequent), of using the referent skills.
Although the evidence tends to 'support the hypothesis that
knowledge and understanding of concepts leads increased use
the:teaching skills to which the concepts ,re_- the value of
practice is clearly called into question.



Learn-in hrough Practice

The fm "practice" has several definitions, but used here,
It refers to performing under controlled conditions the
intention of improving on's performance. This meanin
decidedly different from practice in the sense of.general
experience or practice teaching, 'The essential conditions for
practice are established when a "target" skill is specified,
content and conditions are arranged for using it, and the
complexity of the teaching- setting,ikcontrolled. Although'this
may be accomplished in the classra6M, sit is more likely to be
achieved in a laporatory setting.- In teacher training,
microteaching is -a generally familiar example of learning through
practice. In microteachiag, target teaching skill or set of,
skills is specified;-appropriate content is planned for using
that.skill or set ofiskillS; degrees of control are achieved
through limiting the numbers of students (five or-six are usually,
used), the total teaching time (five to ten minutes is common
and he content to be taught (a single topic is-usual,ly
seI cted); and finally; a second practice sessionbr "reteach" i
arranged (Olivero 1970) ..

studentsBefore the sfirst practice session, tudents are msually
provided :an overview that typically includes filmed models and
examples. Sound instructional reasons canipe cited- forincluding
the overview component, es well as for vkdeotaped, audiotaped; or
verbal feedback that usually follows practice-(Hudgins 1974).
AltlioLigh'the training ,sequence of (a) overview followed by (b)
practice followed by (c) feedback is considered to be sound
training' cedure, it presentssome problems in interpretation
of results, because it is diffi'cult to.separate the effect of
practice both from the _effects of conceptual and observational
learning provided by the examples or models on the ond'hands and
from the effects of feedback on the other. Some investigators,
most notably MacLeod and McIntyre (1977) and Wagner (1973),
contend- that conceptual learning accounts for the improvement of
teaching skills,through practice, but other writers undoubtedly
pose the same argument for the use of feedback. The fact is that
the data are too limited to make confident statements about the
effect of practice by -itself on performance (puller and.Manning
1973). -

An attempt to isolate the effect of practice, however, may
not be highly useful. First, the logic reflected in the
three-part training sequence is compelling enough that using
practice as a sole means of learning seems unnecessarily
limiting. Second, ample evidence shows =that training on the
basis of-this sequence results in changes in'teaching performance
(Gliessman 1980). Third, this evidence is consistent with a
large body of empirical research on the acquisition of complex
skills-physical, perceptual, conceptual--that verifies the
effectof focused or guided practice in skill development
(Hudgins 1974). Although the analogy between teaching skills and
such skills as gymnastics, target shooting, and problem solving
can be ,easily overdraw, the daily evidence that skills are



acquired and modified through practice is sufficiently abundant
to expect-the same to be ...true- of- 0aching,skills.,

Some teacher educators have been legittmately .concerned that
the skills-acquired throUgh practice in a laboratory setting are
not applied by the learner in aft actual classroom, and some
empirical evidence justifies their concern. Peterson (1973)
calledVor a reexamination of the pl-ttee_of laboratory practice,
specifiCally microteaching,..afterfailing to find expected
differen-tial training effects in the'claSsroom. In a better
designed study, Copeland (1975) failed te'detect in the
'elementary classrbowehangesin a questioning skill of preservice
t'achers that had clearly been evident after laboratory training.

The evidence, from both studies -suggets that the problem of
"appliCational.transfer". can be Overcome: In a later study,
Copeland (1977)-demonstrated that the meal frequency with which
student teachers used a practice. teaching skill in the classroom
was influenced by'indirect or direct intervention by. a critic
teacher:: In this. study, a critic modeling of a newly
acquired skill or apparent prevision of effective supervision was.
related to the=,frequency with whi/ch that teaching. skill was used
by student teaChers'. It may aiso''_be that the skills selected,-for
training are related to the likelihood -of;transfer to the
classroPM. .Mohlman,.Coladarc1, and-Gage (1980) recently reported.
that practices are more likely to.be- adopted by practicing.
teachers if,-amotg other things, the practices-are acceptable-
philosophically 'h-nd they hold the' promise of payoff in termsiof.
student, learning. Hence-,-not-SurprisingV, both the practices of
superviors and -Hire selection of to be acquired appear to
influence-the, -extent to which those skills- are applie in a =

classroom.

Learning-mEt!4b-ack

"Feedback" 'refers to inferMation gain d by a performer about
use of a. process and its effects.

. In. the teaching process,. the
information gained may include a teaCherws use-of questioning

.

skilIs, clarity in .expi4Ining,- or physical movement in the,
classroom as well-as the effects of these skills and behaviors on
pupils. :Evidence,reveals that when a teacher is provided. uch
infdrmation, it can and does influence teaching:performance.

As -noted inthe,section Oft.practice, feedback commonly is
provided as part of practice. The use -of practice with feedback
has resulted in-the acquiSition of both simple skills, such as
the use of approval (Kleucker 19744and also complex skills;
such as using an instructional strategy that is balanced in its
demands on higher and lower-order thought processes and on
teacher and studenOpartiCipatien (Perlberg and Bar30n-1980).
studies luch as t/fies the influence of feedback alone, like-

-practice,. isrdij-ficurt to isolate because feedback is conducted
so.frequentl. 'in_tonjunction.with practice. However, indirec
evidence supports the importance of feedback.

4n studies that have directly compared the influence of



different feedback media (for example, videotape :replay,
audiotape replay, and VerbaL report) on skill acquisition (Turney
-et al. L973), the medium used for'feedback:frequently has Made a
difference in skill acquisition. . On the basis of that evidenCe,
the recommendation of most investigators'seems- to favor. .videotape
replay, audiotape replay, and verbal report in decreasing order
of preferende.' Although it is difficult to, generalize from these
studjesbecause the evidence isincOnsistent (fpr example, the
:effectiveness of a specific medium may depend 'n the Specific
skill' that is to be acquired), the fact that the feedback medium
frequently:made a difference suggests that .feedback contributes,
siTnificantly:to skill acquisition through practice.

When feedback is provided on the classroom performance of
teachers, its :Influence .on teaching performance is quite clear.
Gaining information on their own claSsroom performance has been
found. to significantly affect teachers- in various aspects of
teaching: the use of indirect influende (Bondi 1970; Leonard,
Gies, and Paden. 1971); varying the leVel.-of.-questions, asked
accordingto -pupil responses (Moore, Schaut, and Fritzges 1978);-
and style of body posture .(Dawson, Dawson, and Farness: 1975). In.
theSe and similar caysi information gained by teachers on their
performance-has infitented that performance.

Good andpErophy..('1974) provide especially clear evidence on
the effect 'of feedbaCk. In their study, practicing teachers were
given objective information Co influence their' interactiOn.with
two groups of first grade*pupils, those Who seldom volunteered
answers to qUestiOns or initiated interaction (low participants),
and those 00. were Seldom given the opportunity to'respond a
second time when their first Wkis unsuccessful (loW extensions).
The teachers were given a list of pupils by name in these two
categories and a list of contrasting pupils (that is, those-who
were high. participants and those-who were-given greater
opportunity for second responses). The' teachers were en6buraged
to.invite'greater participation and to.'provide more second
chances for puptls-in the low groups, and.they-weregiven a
rationale for these actions. AS a result-of the intervention,
the teachers significantly increased their rates of prolonging
their contacts withJow extension pupils and of initiating
contactswith'low -participation pupils. The results alSo
included incidental performance changes toward greater:ue of
praise,- le9:criticism, and increased feedback withbotfi iroups.

A
'ffeedback,cansisted of Summary information and did not depend on

the use of more complex `feedback. media.. In this study aid in
others Emmer 1971),,verbal report has been used
successfully, as has' videotape replay (Kleucker 1974), audiotape:
'replay (Davis and -moot- 1970), and computer display (Semmel

.Lt is doubtful .whether the same psyChOlogical processes
are involved ingaining information through' such varied means.
Fuller and Manning, (1973) pointed:out that the_learning and-
emotional processes involved in viewing oneself on videotape are
both complex and hypothetical. :Thus,.when feedback is referred
to it should be remembered that the term is being used in a



gener descriptive sense and does, not refer to a unified
proc In providimsfeedback through any medium, however, that
feed k.:mus't focus thd teacher's attention on- some aspect of his
or :teaching performan e. Without such focus, the effect of
fed, back is--qikely to distractive and. diffuse, two qualities
tha N : a y p e A r to tharacte ze,many.feachos' first reaction to
seeiig themselves on video ape Cfi-i,44er and Manning 1973). That a
high\degree of focus issopething 0 be achieved-rather than
assumed is evident in 1 Judy reporfed by Diamond (1978). She
found that the'contenta)rsupervisor-trainee conferences
analyzing videotape replay# was vague, lacking' in focus; and
restricted in the range of behaviors,consiAerva..

Other considerations are import4nt in the use of feeodback-,
among them the amount and nature of supervisi4h-and'the immediacy
with:which feedback Is provided-. Because feed)Rack has been a
much studied phenomenon, considerable evidence-has been reported,
concerning these-and sE ilar dimensipns (see Turney,et 'al. 1973).
As these considerations fall outside the boundai-ies of this
monograph, it s suffici nt here to emphasize agiln that gaining
information from feedeac can stimulate- change in teaching
performance.

-Alternative Processes;

The four proc ses that have been discussed do not exhaust
those that are use 1 in Learning how to teach. In this 'S-ection,
three somewhat more spec tive processeS are considered. These
differ markedly in the s .ces from which they are derived and in..
the extent of their- suppoor e A::?evidence. The first alternative
process depends on learnin out effective teaching skills or
practices; it has recently n rated some interesting evidence on
"directed teacher, change" -e Nevins 1980): Originatin4'from
the highly, practical proaPem of indullng classroom teachers to
adopt and use recommended prazt ces, this informational approach
alre4dy has yielded -a signifi ant amount of empirical data.' The,
second and third processes-reflect the appliation of
psychological and behavioral, theory to the modification-and
development of teaching However, direct evidence of
their effectiveness kn changing(teaching performance is decidedly
more limited.

Learnin Throu h informa ion. In a series of recent
studies, severa :iinvestigators ave explored the effectiveness of
an informational approach to influence teaching perforMance, that
is, recommending specific practiceg to teachers along with
research evidence supporting the practices (Mohlman, Coladarti,
and.Gage 1980; Needs 1980). These recommendations to 4opt
certain practices or skills Jasking direct questions and giving
prise or support are examples) have been incorporated in a
training manual circulated by mail or 'presented' and discussed as
part of,,atraining seminar or series of seminarsi., Evidence-from
these studies indicafes an increase in use of the recommended
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practiCes, although not by :11 teachers,nr (or all practices.
Rather -Con,siythe simplest .arid most easily- comprehended

.

practices tended. to be adopted by the clas'sroom teachers; more
compl-x Practices tendecUnot to,be adopted. 'This differential
was at -ibuted in part to the greater tlariey and spec- i-Eicity' ---v-

with w_ich S'-mpler skills' could be descNibed, which suggests some\
lithitations to an approach based on verKalcommunicatAon. '. . '\
Cemplevski: -s-and practices probably'areATiWcult to conveyf
without some kind o visual illustrations or-Okiples. ,It seems
probable, too, that -arning process,es-oth4r-than informational
processes wer import t to-.:%the success of these tudies. The
use, of rather systematic feedback toithesteacher on their

\classroom pe formance, for example.: was J.ignif cant. part-of- he
training procedure described by Needels-(1980).

1

Change Through_c2gnitive Conflict. In- ai interesting
application of psyChological theory, .gucknian, McCall, and Hyman
(1969),attemptedto, modi-Ey the self- perceptions and the
performance of teachers by inducing conflict of 'cltss,onance
betWeen what teachers perceiVed themselves to be doing and what
:observationaljnformation Allowed them lo be doing. Briefly,
cognitive dissonance theory posits that conflict or, in
a person's percepti'4ns or beliefsV r between perceptions and
behavior, produces discomfort; this-discomfort can m6,tivate the
individual to Ilchange,perceptions or behaviors to reduce tie
,disparity. ,The investigators chose direct or, indirect teaching
behaviors and the related.categorieS of "teacher talk" ppd.
"sAldent talk" (Flanders 1970) for the variables of teaching on
which data were obtained. Experienced teacher's rated theirowrif
teaching, and tt4n wereAprovided observat'i'onal_ data on the actual
occurrence of their teaching behaviors in the various categories
Faced with a discrepancy between perceived ancLactual behaviors,
the teachers di splayed behavioral}both perceptual and behaViorachanges
t.oward reducing -the disparity between their'behavkor'as per-cel

--

,v'ed.
___

and as .actualqy exhibited. The provi..§lon of'verballfeedback
:itself reSulted:in,significant-change in certain aspects 'of
teaNng behavior, whine the initial site of -the divrepancy
between perception and behaVior affeplied changes inperception
(_the gteater7the initial discrepanCy, the greater the changein
the way the teachers- viewed their ownfteachig).

The methodology used in this study would be unconventional
as ,a training methodology, because thie expected'changes were not
directional. For example, the teachers might have become either
more consistently direct or more consistently irdire in their
teaching behavior. For a teacher educator committed o indirect
teaching as a preferred 'style, the changes toward greater
indi-rectness that Occurred in the study:-Trius-t be viewed as
fortuitous,not intentional. It might be expected,,howeverthat
an experienced teacher 'typically would have in place a working,
well-established teaching style GS well.as a perception of that
style. if this is true and if alternative styles are defensibley,:-
then a realistic approach tosinservice training might be to
reveal inconsistencies between perception and behavior Such an
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approach might result in-movement toward greater co rence in
teachingperfoRmance,. 1,1 the case of more conventional
approaches to training, where a1 preferred or ideal styleor set
of behaviors is assumed-, dissonance might be 'created or
compounded ,by an explicit and convincing presentation oTthat
ideal style or behavior.

ILearnin Throu1't Reinforcement. A long-standing tenet of
behaVrTifoxy of -s tat:e_avior is-strongly influenced,by ifs
consequences.' Behaviors that result =in Satisfying or confirming,
outcomes tend to recur; those that do not tendjiat to recur. (
This is, in -brief,,_the theor tical p roposition on,whith a
behavioral- approach to acqui ng Or modifying teaching skills
might be based (4-0genald 19.7_ ). :This process mighf-begin with an
analysis of a trainee's behavior ,.(Most conveniently recorded on
videotape) to determine if ia,desired skill; such.as asking 4

evaluativequeStions-occurs and, .if so,-with what frequency. If
the skill occurs ith reas-ruble freqUency, further training may
be unncessary,-bu if it iocurs. infrequently, a trainee should be
given the opportunity tolprform the still.. Any success in
performance,shouldbe n d by the tralnee'and perhaps- confirmed_

;

or'ailprovedbyra s ervi r '.. If the specific questioning skill
does not occurs a traine general. questioning skills' should be
-analyzed and encouragem_ or praiSe offered for those question'

- havinvpny,evaluative c ntent, while,' for the ,moment, other
aspect of questioning- re ignored. ThrOughsuch a 'shaping--
process, the skill of fling evaluative questions should be.
established readily. --T gether with-the-use of prompts and cues,
such a behavior managem rit_Process theoretically can result in
significant. changes in erfermance. ,

'Although the proces es At suggests are quite consistent and
,

coherent theoretically, he eVidence on -behavioral; training of
teachers is neither:atOn Ant\nor donsistent. in their.recent ,

review of the literdture Al'f)ehavioral.teacher ttaining,'7Robinson
and Swanton (19.80- could identify only sik studies that.mettheir
stringentrequirement of 4emonstrating the generalization of
changes. in tea-Ehing. behavi r' -to classrOom settings other than
those in whidIAthe training had occurred. The reviewers further
conciruded that-the resedrchmethodology was* sufficiently-sound in
only three of thoSe studies 'to Make evidence of skill -

generalization convincing. However,,the summaries of-,the studies
suggest.that the training process may be judged more effective if
the lessstringent, more typical criterton,of changed performance
during. training were applied.

Effective behavioral.trainAng is both logistically difficult-
,,

and time consuming because.of te intensive focus required, on
both the skill and the individual. trainee. Judging from_the..-____ ---

small numbers of trainees and th extended training-times i

invol1mP in the' studies that Robi_son.and-Syanson reviewed, it is
likely that such an intensive eff-rt charaCterizedthe'training
methOds. One wonders about the e ficiency-. of behavioral leacher
training, because the kinds of ski-1 addressed in these studies
(e.g., the use of,praise and dire instruction) often shave been
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'attacked successfully through .far less intensive 4nd
time-consuming methods of traning. This fact leaves the
impressiory that the unique value of learnin5 how:to teach through

\.
behavi. al procedures remaThs untested; offhand, such procedures-
appear t %be particularly suitable for skills that are for some,
reason diffic:ult to acquire or for undesirable behaviors that-are
mJifficult to eliminate.

bined Processes

.

After considering the varied allkrnativ s, it seems-
.t t-easenableo speculate about the ef.ects of combining different

f observatOna4,:_,li

processes in a training equence. As in the cases of
microteaching and the mi icoOrSe, combinations of
practice,- and feedback components are typical; and are supported -.

,,by a_ solind.tationale.- As `Joyce and Weil: x(1980) pointed-out, a
fully developed.utraining4odei" app.tOacji, to instruction reflects
the influence of training psychology, cybernetics, behavior .

theory, and- systep4onalysiS. The result is a particularly
poWerful approaChtAiinStituting change, especially in the -area

i of physical Skill's.!' -:

Little evidence suggests, however,\that training on
basiS 9f, such a model provides any unusual advantage in ter of
the deVelopment of teaching skills X. Geneal ulY', the seof:an
observational Or practtce:oX,,feedback Componeht;alene.- results. in

ains iry,performante',(Gliessman.1980Threepossible

the simpl ,occurrenCeof,skiIis, whiChbis,a comton=:criteriOn ini

reasons m y account- for 'this rather surprising finding. -. First,

studies orteaoher training,. may beinSehSitive to major . .

differences in instruction or training. 'CoMparisons of.comple,e-
processes. with singlieProcesses_or of different single processes,
may be unproductiveunieSs'more refine(icriteriA are used to
_assess,Ltheeffects-of trairiing..- Second,- .sufficient attention has
not always been given to-refining the processes that are,.
combined.. For example, if concepts ate-not. mastered,' if feedback'
-is not .focused .and- if provision is.not.made-for repeated.
practiee, the effect of..combining such.iricomPlete processes might
Well be-disappointing. Thitd, and most likely,.. the effectiveness
of a tragining- model that com)Ines -different processes seems to
have beendeMonStrated'particUlarly f\or.physical skills. As
noted.previously, physical skills are notably dissimilar-to_the
verbal and social skilisthat are characteristic-of-tea-Ching._ ______

Largely_comprisinvcombon,petsonal7and,social behaviors,-teaching.
behavior may- beinfluenced simply by far. less complex training
instructional.processes.

Still-, evidence on the effects of processes combined in-a.
training model _remains important, because. of the possibility that
teachers differ in the opportunities they need to acquire a
skill-., Tor example, althougliteathers of high ability may learn
quickly from a minimal amount-or highly

less ability
feedback or from

a few well-chosen _eXamples, teachers ofess ability may require
more'of'be h irr.addition to the opportunity for extensive-,. ..__
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practice. At presen we
to resolve this qdes

have the data esary

Use and Retention of Acquired Skill
%

.Assuming that teaching skills can be learned through varied
TrocesSes,-the question remains, Will the skills- that have been
learned Auring.teacher preparation be.used in classrbom teaching?
Compared with the evidence-on acquired teaching skills, the
evidence on. this_ question is scant, and what there is'suggests
that dile simplycannOt assume that acquired skills will be used
and will persist( .A better questiOn.might ask, Are there -ways of

?increasing the likelihood that acquired'skillswill'be applied in

_depend in part_011 -Opelan.P.S (1977) study of the application of
encouraging; the allowing generalizations from this evidence

classroom? T evidence on this question is more

skilVs ,acquired tiv_ough'mrcroteaching anUonthe findiffgs .- .

repotted by .Mohiman 'ColadaXci; and,. Gage (f980) in their study of
factOrs in fluencing- teachers' adopt 'on of -Oeconmended practices.

The natur%ofthe 'skills themselves,ls,important in at least
three senses--their complexity, rationale and effect on student_
performance., A,complakSet:of-§4411s-whi.eff implies_4 major .-

change in classroom 11'CO4ure'often has- "'built - in obstacles to
its :-Arriexampie isYthe "mastdrveeachi,ni"itrategy,, which
requ- es for' Many'teaChers a new approach to classroom

.

inst n. Emphasis in mastery teaching is placed on settin-
objecVeg,-frequent testing, and remedfal.teaching00key 1977
Although this -strategy,fs of .demonstrated effectivensss in
inreaing pupil learning and' it can_beacquired through
training, evidence demonstrates thatinexperienCed teachers (Okey
1977) and teachers in some kinds of School settings '-(Van .Sickle
and'Ehman 1975) inay have difficultyjiiitting it into practice`. Itdifficulty hutting
is likely that school policies and practices (for example,-with
respect to grading and preparation,,time):as well as school
resources,thust'be changed to encourage the general. usejoV'SUfb:a

,

complex set of,,skills, ..
. ,.,

-. ., ICs_et''OI:Skill5 is.. more likely to be u A teacher has e.:
philosophical eniiibitOnt-tothese skills. TO_ be ,adoptedi, a new,
way of teaching-had. best be 0 harmony with a teacher's. beliefs
about.the nature and. goals of.,.,,teaching. Although-this.premise
seemslogical enough, its extension to the -preSehttraini-ng-of
teachers is somewhat unsettling Assuming'that-the teaching
skills addressed in studies of teacher training represent what
teachers are expected to learn,. teachers-had better beleive in 1_
askjng'"higher,or4er". questions and in student-centerd& teaching.
Questioning taxonomies -(generally based on Bloom 1956) and
-observation .systems -for-an indirect/direct style (generally

.,

Flanders 1970)- dominate the sources,. from which prescribed-
.-

teach4fig skills,aivideri.vecl, It is doubtful that these. two
conceptual systems lone represent adequately the systems ..of
belief that teachers have about teaching.. In fact, some evidence
suggests.that teechers do not value learning more ways to_ promote



pupil personal. growth (Inger- 11 X197 ), a major aith.of
student-centered teaching. .T know w at teachers do -value. is a
most impoltantjia-Sis'fot identifyi,ng the.skilip thTf.theYare
likely to use as well as acqkire. f . -,

', The potential- effect:o( a teach ing skill onudent!learning.
or interest appear =s alSo to be:an:important consOeratiOnHfor
teachers. MohIMan and 'her.'co-investigators report that :providing
empirical evidence of }IOW a teaching practiCe influences learning
tendsto faCilitAte adoption'ofthat.practice. 0agairi it
milstbe .admitte(i.thatteaching skills addressed'in'4tudies of
teacher training leave. a great deal-to be-ddsired with.-respect
this finding -The skills typically.addressed in those stbdieS
tend to be similar' in- form tolhose addressed. in 'studies of
teacher effectiveness (for example; they tendto be interactive-
skillS,in bothcases).- Thwould- be difficult to build a
rationale irk. terms of-?..studentlearning, howeAier,:for the specific

addressed in training -studies. :gage (1978 -) pointedo0t-
thdt:the'research on teacher trainiIng and the research on the .

effeCts of teacher behaviors have progressed independently of one
anoth6r.,4 In that contention, he is correct; the specificiskills,'
that teachers' -have- been expected to acquire:in,training-studies.
frequently differ. fomthe skills and practices
found_ to correlate with student learning.- :

:- AjudiciousseleCtion of skills to be learned, hoWever, is
6ot sufficient to assure their use in .the,classroom. 'There also
Must b6 collegial and administrative-S pport for the use of newly
acquired or modifiedskills. The impo-tance of the cooperating
teacher's influence. on the Lise of skills to

,

practice teaching has; already been noted- A majOr. prOblem i.s to
,assure that teachers, colleagues, and:adM nistrators. agree oil the
importance of Using speOf.ic Skills.--8UO agreemd:t is-b4t-
baSedon.rational and eMplricalground5,-Ithough t

i-s.--
_probably more -thaw-reality. , .:- .T-.-:, .

A related problem -that "has beer investigated' even less,. .,-.:--, .. --.

grequently_iS.tne I-Ong-term retention Of a gutted Skills.'
Teacher training studies generally have co sidered immediate-,
poSt-training changes in,Terformante without attending to longer
tera-effects. HoWeVer,.4n.'what'has beCome\almost-a classic
Stndyytorg (1972) demonted that. teachers were able to
exhibit approximately half .of a set of ieachin skills acquired

training period:. 'He attribpted their tetentio-_ in -part to
through practice-based training three years fo: lowing the

overtraining,(a minicoursiacomPriSing many. training elements -was
used) and in-part to'the teacher'S:opportunityto use the skills
in their daily teaching

Although limited, the evidence_ on both .use .retentio'hf
,acquired teaching skills is encouraging. Theimportance of
further, research. is clear, bu= the value of that research depends
in part on thedefinition of _ p-refi-ed sktll criteria. Tp do
less, probably wouldresult.ln the kind- of 41, ified .conclusions,-
fhat cuftently must be drawn from rese- ch on teacher training.

1 .



:.:.cfiter a-0E Teaching Tie-formance

Previously in this monograph reference has been made to the
limitation imposed on -evidence by the genel:al dependence on
incidence or frequency of "Using a- teaching. skill, as a performance
criterion. Although the ability to exbihit a specified
such as asking a higher order question or expressing approval is
of consequence, it is a rudimentary kind of evidence for skill'
acquisition. Exhibiting even ..several simple skills would not
appear/ to be a sufficiently complex,task to provide a crucial
test of learning. This may explain why few teacher training
studies report an absence of change in teaching performance.
From a 7,ractical point of this state of aPfairs leaves the
trainee or teacher witho a' clear picture of whit, she is) to
learn to do at-more than a.basic level. From theviewpoint of
research on learning how to teach, it restricts the empirical
data thaare needed to refine the processes that have been
discussed earlier.

The question. of what the criteria of skilled teaching,
performance should be, of course, is a- complex one to address;

tits complications, and implications go/far beyond what can be
,discussed in this monograph. What we can do here is establish
the location and boundaries o the problem; in o ,her words, we
can identify the aspecfs of classroom. perform e in which
criteria might be ultimately sought4and 'state . The discus
that follows then, is decidely exploratory, and far from
definitive.

Frolli the viewp of acquiring or improving eaching
skills, performance criteria shoUl&be stated in to ms of those
variables that Dunkin and Biddle (1974) r =efer to t:process
variables." These variables, which refer to teacher and pupil
behaviors in the classroom, are influencedby such "presage
variables" as teacher characteristics and experience and by such
"context variables" as pupil characteristics, classroom
conditions, and school setting. ,"Product variables," in
contrast, refer to the results of'classroom instruction, for
example subject matter achievement, attitudes, and personal
growth of pupils. Although it is plausible to argue that
teaching effectiveness ultimately must be assessed on the basis
of such product vaiii5les as pupil achievement (Borich 1977), the
objectives of training cannot-usefully-be specified in terms of`
pToduct variables alone. This is 'because product variables do
not directly describe the classroom behavior of the teacher nor
always of the pupil.

To identify criteria that are useful for trainin one must
instead focus on'the process-variable of teacher behavior. Only
by doing so can one communicate to the trainee or teacher what he
or she is to learn to do' as a result of training. Teacher
behavior, however, cane viewed from somewhat different
perspectives-as behavior ,in itself.and as behavior in
interaction with-pupil behavior. Each perspective suggests a.
somewhat different, way of talking nbodt performance criteria.
The remainder of this section explores a few of the possibilities
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and'problem's inherent
criteria.

°aches, o defining

Teacher-ProCesS

T. common practiCe, as,noted,-to ta.te the objectives and
assess'7the effects of training in terms of teachingskillsalOne,

41,11 studies of. teacher training, .Wefrequpncy'with
which:traindes exhibit a skill (such'as askink.higher-order."
questions or expressing. approval) fs-noted-aindeiported A few
investigators have also jdentifte4qualitativecharacteristicS in

r terms of which:teadhing.skMs.,Migerated% These-have,.-
included the Aegree_learner-Centere.cineor personal-suppo,
and.the logicaP-Consistency that-Obaracterizes a-teacher's
instructionalThehavior.. Such qualitative.tharacteristJcsoften
reflect phi,losophiCal poSitionn the nature of:goOd,teaching'
As Dunkin and` Biddle ..(1974JsUggest,'some educators hold the view.
that "teaching should be Stim ulating, democratic,, or wartbecause
of the inherent superiority of these qualities

irk general, however, teacher educators Probably are better
isfied when teaching skills are emphas;ied in'training'because

thoSe'skillshave been found to-Correlate'Positively with pupil .-

0rodtiCt .variables such.'as academic- achievement (Borich,4977;.
Dunkin and Biddle.1974). Borich (1979) -pro..Vides an ex4Mg.le of
how-teacher educators select- teaching "kills on--"that basis.
to incorporate in teaChertraining. Synthesizing, five 'different

-Correlational studies,. 116Jdentified-a limited number 6V :teaching
"compefenClei"- associate&mithLuil'achievement at, the
elementary level. These competencies inclUded using-
rules, gaining and Re6ping.pu0.1 attention;,teaChing the class as
A unit, and -encouraging' pupii-jmitiatedAlileStion Although
Borich did 'net do:so,:it'=.,00,1drbe posSible.to;:SpeCifyithe
teaching7Skinthat-;are'basic.to these,competentiesogand-state
them -as objettiVs-toHie acquired .through training.,

In all Of:thest'-'examples--whether quantitatiVe,or,
qualitative criteria were applied and whether or not skills were
validated against pupil prodd-ct-standards_ the focus was on
teacher processes. TheserocesSes were assessed without
immediate reference to pupil behavior or achievement.

Interactive Process Criteria

Another; more complex way of defining criteria is in terms
of the interactive'characteristjcsof teaching skills. Such
,characteristics as the respOniAtdneSs'Or adapti4eness,with which
a'..'teacher interacts..,with pOpiIs are -examples Criteria of this
type might be applied-fto',A teacherse of questions:' Are those
questions- apropriate in difficulty to the conceptual Maturity of
pup*ils? Are they releVant-td the content of `pupil respbn_Ses?

'Am. example of_ the applicatiOn'or:interactive criteriacan be'
ound in-a- studYY-Moore.and his co- investigator -.(4978).'-. In
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this study, fee4back gathered from observing tea.hers with th
Classes was usedto encourage change-in teaching performance.
The investigators were concerned with several interactive
behaviors: attending' to pupils who needed attention; trying
varied, reactions tepuPils who were not paying attention; varying
th'e content, form, and difficulty level of questions asked of
pupils who had,previdusly answered incorrectly. As'a'result of
feedback on each typelpf interaction, teachers in this study
ignificanfly changed their behavior in the desired direction in

_each. of the three categories. Increases in pupil attention and
in correct answers to .questions also were evident. Although
these results-are interesting in themselves, it is important to
note her* that ,thd interactive use of teaching skills was

modified and-assessed: The adaptiveness and
variabilitY -of-teacher behaviors, in reaction to pupil responses,
were significantly changed.

Thus far, we haVe been concerned with the responsiveness or
adaptiveness of teaching skills contingent upon a teacher's
perception.of a pupil's understanding, attitude, or interest. A
teacher's questions or instructions may also beadapied to
information about the achievement level, socioeconomic status,,
and perhaps sociometric status of diffek-rent pupils. The first
twovariabes, in' particular; have been' found to interact with
teaching behavior -in. influencing-pupil achievement (Borich 1977).
'Thus, objective information about pupils may be as :important as
the subjective impressions of teachers in determining the timing,
form, and cchltent of teacher's responses.

Impli ations for Research on Teaching

The preceding comments on interactive,processes and criteria
rovide a point of departure for considering the future of
research on teacher training. As we have seen, substantial
evidence supports the idea that teaching skills can be learned
.through a number of well-defined processes. Investigators also
are beginning to identify the factors that fnfluence the use and
retention of teaching skills. Evidence is most Wanting on the
acquisition 'of teaching-skills that are genuinely interactive,
that reflect an awareness of and adjustment to pupil behavior.
We have little direct evidence on ways of acquiring more complex
skills.

We can best hypothesize that the varied processes described
for learning less complex skills might be applicable also to the
learning of more complex skills. The few training studies that
have addressed complex, interactive skills tend to 'tpnfirm the
effectiveness of these processes. For example, in-the study by
Moore, and his co-investigators, the primary means of skill

Tonaldevelopment was s stematic feedback in the for of observa lanai
data reported to teac ers on Wf

t'

RITselective attention to p .1s;
variation in their attempts- to enlist pupil attention; and th
appropriateness of changei f

ta

the-form, content, and, difficulty
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or their questions. Thus, an hypothesis that providing feedback
. _

can be effective in the acquisition of interactive skills is
partially-substantiated. Thersame May be found for learning-
through observation, reinforcement, and other processes.

It is likely, however, that the acquisition of concepts that
describe and interpret pupil behavior is a enerall necessary
part of deveLoping interactive teaching ski s. e evant
concepts about.Tupil behavior are the basis for interpreting
pupil dehavior, and interpretation, in turn, is the basis for
adaptive; responsive teacher behavidr., To 'return to the Moore
study, it is apparent that the teachers in this study had to be
able to interpret or ategorize pupil responses to questions as
correct or incorrect, and similarly to recognize when the content
of incorrect respqnses reflected .a lack of basic information.
Without such categoris, the teachers would have been unable. to
vary the form or leKel or to'selecr the content of their
questions appropriately.

Can teachers leaTn effectively to interpret or categorize
pupil behavior in an interactive setting? The evidence on this
question is clearly affirmative. As. an example, Imgersoll and
Gliessman (1980) have shown that preservice teachers can learn to
"monitor" classroom behavior sbown in a filmed situation in terms
of concepts that describe the task and group, focus of pupils. By-
acquiring and practicing theuse of a set of relatively simple
categories, the trainees increased the accuracy witIL which theY
could rapidly_ classify pupil behavior. Such skillfulness' in
monitoring, in turn, is essential to controlling pupil behavior
with the timing, sensitivity, and accuracy that contributes to a
smoothly running classroom.

To summarize, the basis for skillful teaching in an
interactive sense lies, in the interpretive abilities of teachers.
The act of interpreting pupil behavior and the act of instructing
pupils should be viewed as close counterparts, the first setting
the boundaries,of the instructional skills to be used, and the
second, in a sense, validating the interpretation that has been
made. To identify ways of learning to teach effectively in an
interactive sense is a primary task for future research on
teacher training.

_Summary

:TeaChing skills can be acquired or modified through various
-processes: observation,. concept acquisition,- practice, And
feedback. Direct evidence from:laboratory and. alassrobmsettings.
shows-that-these processes .can significantly influence teaching.
performance. However; evidence does not indicate that combining
these processes into a single_ training methodology provides any
advantage For teaching.- Teaching-also may-be influenCedby

,providing jnformatioft- about teaching skills, inducing cognitive
. conflict,: and arranging for-selective reinfortement041though
direct evidence on the effects of these processes is IesS.
substantiial.



Although teaching. skills mar.have been-..acquired-or modified,
thOir_use,a: ,t0tOntion,.gannot...Simply'btaSSumedpvidence
AndiCates rather that the tomplexjAy.ot_a skill; itS.acceptanCe.
philoSophigjilly.Ats.utility. in terms*pf Student-learning, 'and.
.suptrvisoffsupport that. it receives.all:fnfitience'the -extent' to
--whiCh:a teaching.-skill is :adopted- .and'used.- Jletention.of
teaching skills over anextende&Oeriod of time has been
demonstrated, .although the conditions that lead to-such re- ention
have not been Cltarly, id-entified; -- . ' ':- - .H. . ..

.The effects of the processeS described art clear, but:they
ar'esomewhatiimited because.inciaente:Or frequency of occurrence
of.relatively simple teaching skills has -almost uniformly been_
the crittrienfor learning..-To extend and refinethe.knowledge'
-about these proceSsts- will require -.a refiningpf. criteria ep
.include -both. standards..and,more'.0001tx:definitions
Of teachingSkill., IA_ is..likaly-Ahatstang-Crittria- in terms
.of-interactive teacher-proce ssesi s_mostc riti cat
further and .dtvelopment'in learning how to ttach_,..
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